LOST IN THE ZOO

In these anagrams, there are six animals that you might find at the zoo:

ORNICHORES - RESONICHOR
GRITE - TEGR
INOL - LINO
THENLEAP - PELEATN
BOFAFUL - FUBALOC
FAGFIRE - FREGI

HOLIDAY CHAOS

Mr. Pertwee is going on holiday. He's made a list of 10 things to take with him, but unfortunately he's mixed the words up. What does he really want to take with him?

SURF-BRUSH - Bruins SURF
FOOT-GLASSES - OFF:auto
CREDIT-BALL - CRIB:lette
TOOTH-BAG - TOOT:BAG
SLEEPING-BOARD -LEEP:INS BOARD
PASS-CASE - AS:SP
SUN-CARD - NUS:CARD
SWIMMING-PORT -ING:WMS
TRAIN-COSTUME - RAIN:O:ST:
SUITS-TICKET - T:ICKET:SUITS

FIND THE SPORTS

Hidden in this grid there are 15 different sports. The letters of each word all touch each other, but they aren't necessarily in straight lines.

HORIZON CROSSWORD

CLUES ACROSS
2. Put the shopping in it.
6. Hear with it.
8. The colour for “go”
9. It is full of salt water.
12. …….. the shopping.
14. Possessive of “me”
17. Worn on your foot.
18. Neither win ……. lose
19. Fear.

CLUES DOWN
1. Above your feet.
2. Eaten with butter and jam, perhaps.
3. ….. me a postcard, please!
4. A noun from “enter”
5. Past of “take”.
7. Plural of “is”.
11. In the middle of.
13. Opposite of “under”.
15. Put a question.
16. Painting, etc.